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ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR READER 
DARRYL FRANCIS 
London, England 
In the very first issue of Word Ways (February, 1968) , Dmitri 
Bo rgmann looked at the transposability of the name s of a few of the 
chemical elements. For example, CURRY ME can be rearranged to 
give MERCURY, and A TIN LUMP can be rearranged to give PLAT­
INUM. Unfortunately, te rms like CURRY ME and A TIN LUMP are 
not recorded in any dictionarie s which we know of. 
We decided to inve stigate the ease with which the name s of the el­
ements can be pe rmuted into genuine dictionary-listed transposals. 
And where an element name was not transposable, what was the few­
est number of letters that needed to be added to it to make it transpos­
able? For example, RADON can be transposed to ADORN. COPPER, 
on the other hand, doesn't have a transposal. However, the addition 
of one letter, a D, allows us to form CROPPED. Do you get the idea? 
So, basically, what we are looking for is the shortest word from which 
each element name can be spelled out. 
We started off with the list of chemical element names given in 
Webster's Third Edition, in the table on page 734. The list gives 104 
names for 102 elements, COLUMBIUM and WOLFRAM being listed as 
alternative names for NIOBIUM and TUNGSTEN. We added only one 
name to this list - - LAWRENCIUM. This 103rd element is listed in 
both the 1966 and 1971 addendas for the Third Edition. So, we had a 
list of 105 element names for 103 elements. We were ready to start 
on our search. 
We thought it wise to lay down various ground rules about the ac­
ceptability of words, and about which sorts of words were preferable 
to other sorts of words. The following is a summary of the rule s, in 
decreasing order of importance: 
1.	 coined te rms are not acceptable 
2.	 genuine dictionary-listed transposals are preferable to adding 
extra letters before effecting a transposal 
3.	 words unrelated to the element name s are prefe rable to related 
ones; for example, the 13-letter FERROVANADIUM is inferior 
to the longer NONDESQUAMATIVE as a word containing all the 
letters in VANADIUM; THELIUM, though, is acceptable as a 
word containing all the letters of HELIUM as there is no direct 
connection between the two words 
4.	 short words are preferable to long words 
5.	 single words are preferable to multiword terms 
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6.	 solid words are preferable to hyphenated or apostrophized words 
7.	 common words are preferable to uncommon words 
8.	 words from Webster's Third are preferable to those from othe r 
unabridged and specialist dictionarie s 
In the following list, an aste risk preceding an element name indi­
cate s that a genuine transposal exists, and that no additional letters 
are involved. We re a word or te rm has been taken from a dictionary 
other than Webster's Third, this fact is indicated in the third column. 
The abbreviations used for other dictionaries are NI2 (Webster's 
Second Edition), RHD (The Random House Dictionary), DNE (A Dic­
tionary of New English, by Barnhart, Steinmetz and Barnhart, re­
viewed in the February 1974 Word Ways) , and SAMS (Modern Diction­
ary of Electronic s I compiled by Rudolf Graf, published by Howard W. 
Sams, Indianapolis, 1962). 
actinium MULTIPLICAND 
aluminum IMMUNOLOGICAL 
americum IMMUNOREACTION	 NI2 
>:<antimony ANTINOMY 
"<argon GROAN 
*arsenic CARNIES 
"<astatine SANITATE 
"<barium UMBRIA	 RHD 
berkelium TUMBLERLIKE	 NI2 
beryllium LUMBERlNGLY 
bismuth THUMBNAILS 
boron BRONCO 
bromine RECOMBING 
cadmium MIRACIDIUM 
calcium CALUMBIC	 NI2 
californium CALIFO RNIA NUT MEG 
carbon BROCHAN 
cerium MUCKIER 
*cesium MISCUE 
chlorine CHOLINERGIC 
chromium MIC ROPHT HAL MUS	 NI2 
cobalt BLACKOUT 
columbium COLUMBARIUM 
copper CROPPED 
curium MUSC ULA RIT Y 
dyspro sium P RASEOD YMIUMS 
einsteinium INTERCOMMUNITIES 
*erbium IMBRUE 
europium PROMISCUOUSNESS 
fermium FLUMMERIES 
fluorine FLUORESCEIN 
francium CALIFORNIUM 
gadolinium MODULA RlZING	 DNE 
gallium MULLIGAN 
german 
gold 
hafniun 
helium 
holmiUl 
hydrog E 
indium 
iodine 
iridiurr 
iron 
kryptor. 
lanthan 
lawrenc 
*lead 
lithium 
lutetiun 
magnes 
mangan 
mendel, 
mercur 
molybd 
neodym 
*neon 
neptuni' 
nickel 
niobiurr 
*nitroge: 
*nobeliu: 
o smiurr 
oxygen 
palladit 
phosphc 
platinul 
plutonit 
poloniu 
potas si" 
praseoc 
promet 
protact 
radium 
*radon 
"<rheniun 
*rhodiun 
rubidiu 
rutheni" 
samar! 
*scandiu 
seleniu 
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zed words I ge rmanium ORGANOMAGNESIUM RHD 
gold LODGE 
'om other I hafnium HUMIFICA TION 
helium THELIUM NI2 
holmium HYLOCOMIUM 
:Lme indi­
l letters I hydrogen indium CHONDROGENY INDUSIUM 
lictionary 
'd column. iodine IONIZED 
:ter 1 s iridium UNDISCRIMINATING 
E (A Dic­ iron GROIN 
rt, re- krypton PROBANKRUPTCY NI2 
rn Diction- lanthanum NON- MALTHUSIA N NI2 
[oward W. lawrencium TWO- DIMENSIONAL CIRCUITRY SAMS 
*lead DEAL 
lithium EPITHELIUM 
lutetium MULTITUDE 
magne sium GE RM.A NIUMS 
NI2 I 
manganese MANAGEMENTS 
mendelevium MEASUREMENT VOLTAGE DIVIDER SAMS 
mercury MIC ROSURGE R Y RHD 
molybdenum UNCOMMENDABL Y NI2 
RHD 
NIZ I neodymium ;~neon P YOPNEUMOPE RICA RDIU M NONE NI2 
neptunium PNEUMOPERITONEUM 
nickel CLINKER 
niobium BITUMINOUS 
*nitrogen TENORING NI2 
*nobelium UNMOBILE RHD 
NI2 I osmium STOMIUM 
oxygen EXOGENOUSL Y 
palladium PLUMATELLIDAE NI2 
phosphorus PSEU DOHYPE RTROPHIES 
platinum MULTIPLICAND 
plutonium RUMELGUMPTION 
polonium UPLOOMING NI2 
NI2 r potassium ASSUMPTIOUS 
praseodymium PRASEODIDYMIUM 
promethium HELMINTHOSPORIUM 
protactinium REMULTIPLICATION NI2 
radium FLUIDRAM 
*radon ADORN 
*rhenium INHUMER NI2 
*rhodium MID-HOUR NI2 
rubidium DISE QUILIBRIUM 
ruthenium UINTATHERIUM 
samarium AMATEURISM 
>:<scandium MUSCADIN 
DNE I 
selenium LUMINESCE 
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silicon COLICINS 
*silver SLIVER 
*sodium ODIUMS 
strontium INTE RCOMMUNICA TES 
sulfur FURLOUGHS 
tantalum MULTINATIONAL NI2 
technetium ME CHANOT HE RAPEUTIC NI2 
tellurium MULTINUCLEA R 
"~terbium IMBRUTE 
thallium HUMANISTICALL Y 
thorium MOUTHIER 
thulium ULTIMA THULE 
*tin NIT 
titanium ANTIRHEUMATIC NI2 
tungsten UNSETTING 
uranium NASTURTIUM 
vanadium NONDESQUAMATIVE NI2 
wolfram MAYFLOWER 
xenon EXTENSION 
ytterbium BUTYROMETRIC 
yttrium YTTERBIUM 
zinc CHINTZ 
zirconium ME RCURIZATION 
In the list we have tried to adhere as closely as possible to the cri­
teria given for admissibility of words. However, the reader may dis­
pute some of the terms we have chosen. For example, it could be ar­
gued that CALIFORNIA NUTMEG is too closely related to CALIFOR­
NIUM; if it is, it can be replaced by UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD 
(from NI2). There are doubtless further examples. 
Note that two of the terms are real jawbreakers, both over 20 let­
ters long and both multiword terms from the world of electronics; the 
elements involved are LAWRENCIUM and MENDELEVIUM. Though 
we didn ' twant to include coinages in the above list, we thought the read­
er might like to see two which we came up with for these two elements, 
both of which, we feel, are preferable to the electronics terms which 
we have located. They are: 
lawrencium UNMICAWBERLIKE 
mendelevium COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
UNMICA WBERLIKE is an adjective referring to someone who is unlike 
the character Mr. Micawber who occurs in Charles Dickens 1 novel 
David Copperfield. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT doesn 1 t really 
need an explanation from us; we are sure the reader can supply his 
or her own. 
Now, having presented our finds to you, the reader, it is your 
turn to take over. The 105 element names in our list contain 1100 
letters - - we have ignored spaces and hyphens for the purposes' of 
counting. ( 
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counting. (That works out to an average of 10.48 letters per element 
name.) We suspect it could be reduced quite easily to 1075 letters by 
replacing some of our words. With further effort, it ought to be pos­
sible to go as low as 1050 letters ( 10 letters per element name) . 
Even 1000 letters is probably not impossible. The absolute lower 
limit is, of course, 793 letters, the number of letters in all the 105 
element names. If readers can improve on any of the items in our 
list, send them along to the editor. In a few is sue s 1 time, he will 
list all the improvements and we can see how close to the magic 1000 
letters the revised list stands. 
Before finishing, there are a few other points we would like to 
bring to the reader's attention. Though there was no way to include 
them in the list, we discovered a couple of interesting trans deletions 
of element names that we had not seen before. The reader may be in­
terested: ,MICROHM (a millionth of an ohm) is missing just the U of 
CHROMIUM, and LACINIFORM (fringelike) is missing just the U of 
CALIFORNIUM. 
Knowledgeable readers may have wondered why we omitted to in­
clude elements numbered 104 and 105 in our exe rcise. The name s of 
these elements are not widespread yet, and have never appeareq in any 
Merriam- Webster dictionary. Indeed, there is still some doubt'as to 
the proper name for element 104 -- is it KURCHATOVIUM or RUTH­
E RFORDIUM? Furthermore, doubts have been cast on the supposed 
manufacture of element 105, tentatively called HA HNIUM. A quick 
survey of half a dozen dictionaries published in the 1970s reveals that 
none of these three element names is listed by all of them: 
K R H 
104 104 105 
Chambers Science & Technology 1971 yes yes yes 
Chambers Twentieth Century 1972 yes no no 
Webster 1 s 8th New Collegiate 1973 no no no 
A Dictionary of New English 1973 yes yes yes 
Shorter Oxford English 1973 no no no 
Concise Oxford English 1976 yes no no 
If any reader cares to try and find the shortest terms from which 
these three names can be extracted, please go ahead. We cannot 
imagine that anything at all will exist for KURCHATOVIUM - - even a 
reasonable coinage seems unlikely! 
